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ABSTRACT
As a key process that refreshes the interstellar medium, the dynamics and
radiative properties of the supernova remnant (SNR) expansion front not only
reflect the physical environment of the old interstellar medium (ISM) surround-
ing the supernova, but they also provide information about the refreshed ISM.
However the expansion dynamics of SNRs cannot be simply explained by the con-
ventional law of spherical shock wave propagation; on the other hand, the high
energy radiation requires an additional electron acceleration mechanism in the
shock front beyond thermal collision. We consider herein the detonation wave
description of the SNR expansion, in which magnetic reconnection follows the
shock front and transfers the SNR magnetic field energy to both fluid thermal
energy and particle kinetic energy. The structure of the magnetic reconnection
detonation (MRD) is identified based on scaling analysis in this paper. By apply-
ing the MRD description of the SNR expansion shock to the example of the Crab
Nebula, this paper shows that the MRD description can explain both the accel-
erative expansion of the nebula as well as the origin of the luminous expanding
shell.
Subject headings: hydrodynamics — shock waves — magnetic reconnection — ISM:
supernova remnants
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1. Introduction
For the expansion of the supernova remnants (SNRs), it is known that initially there
exists an ejecta-dominated phase in which the freely expanding ejecta transfers their energy
to the blast shock shell (Truelove & McKee 1999). About several hundreds to a thousand
years later the Sedov-Taylor phase becomes dominant, with the expansion index η (defined
as r ∝ tη) being around 2/5 in this shock wave (Sedov 1993), or 3/5 if an inhomogeneous
surrounding environment is considered (McKee & Ostriker 1977). Although it is noted
that the larger than 3/5 expansion index may be theoretically explained by assuming radial
density gradients in the ambient gas (Chevalier 1982), under near-uniform ambient density
the expansion index should always be smaller than 3/5 in the Sedov-Taylor phase. Recent
developments in radio and X-ray telescopes have enabled the direct measurement of SNR
expansion velocities, showing that, for example, the expansion index η of Tycho’s SNR from
radio observations falls between 2/5 and 3/5 (Table 1, cf. Strom et al. (1982)). However,
X-ray observations of the same SNR show an azimuthal anisotropy of expansion indices that
gives η values exceeding 3/5 in the fast expanding directions (Hughes 2000; Katsuda et al.
2010; Williams et al. 2016). Another SNR of SN Ia, Kepler, is also azimuthally anisotropic
in its dynamics, with η > 3/5 in some directions (Hughes 1999; Katsuda et al. 2008; Vink
2008). These observations suggest that both the Tycho and Kepler SNRs are likely evolving
toward the Sedov-Taylor phase, while the larger than 3/5 expansion index may hint at the
existence of a local energetic process that speeds up the shock wave.
For SNRs with central pulsars, such as Crab nebula, the lost pulsar rotation energy
can be transferred through the pulsar wind to support the expansion of the SNR. This
possibly leads to a larger-than-unity expansion index (consistant with observations by
Bietenholz et al. 1991; Nugent 1998; Bietenholz & Nugent 2015) under the assumptions
that the SNR is swept into a thin shell and that the ambient medium surrounding the
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pulsar bubble is expanding at a constant speed (i.e., a freely expanding SN ejecta). This
pulsar wind nebulae (PWNe) model, well established in Kennel & Coroniti (1984), with
the expansion of the PWNe - SN ejecta interface further studied in Chevalier & Fransson
(1992), is considered to be the standard model of SNRs such as Crab in the sense that
it explains both the radiation features and the dynamics of the nebula expansion very
well. However, there are still two uncertainties regarding the PWNe model for the Crab:
(1) the expected ‘freely expanding envelope beyond the synchrotron nebula’ is still not
assuredly observed (Hester 2008); and (2) in the PWNe model, the possibility that the
relativistic pulsar wind caught up with and went through the SN ejecta in the first several
decades after the SN explosion is not considered. Recent works by Yang & Chevalier
(2015); Blondin & Chevalier (2017) show the possibility that the Crab is the remnant of
an underluminous SN in which the pulsar wind nebula breaks out the ejecta of SN, leaving
most of the ejecta inside the observable nebula. While if we consider such possibility to
drop the assumption of a surrounding SN ejecta beyond the nebula (instead the observed
nebula is expanding into a stationary ambient with a uniform density), the shock expansion
index is ∼ 3/5, being smaller than unity (cf. Chevalier 1984). Then the observations of
the expansion index η & 1 suggest additional sources of energy release associated with
the SNR forward shock propagating into the interstellar medium (ISM), in which case the
propagating front can be an accelerative expanding detonation wave (Gao & Law 2011).
On the other hand, recent observations of γ-ray flares (Tavani et al. 2011;
Abdo et al. 2011) and long-term high energy emissions (Giordano et al. 2012; HESS
2015) from SNRs require an electron acceleration mechanism beyond thermal collision,
and magnetic reconnection (MR) is a potential acceleration process (Yamaguchi et al.
2014; Mochol & Pe`tri 2015). Follow-up observations of the γ-ray flares in Crab indicate
that these high energy emissions happen close to the pulsar wind termination shock, i.e.
about 0.1 pc apart from the pulsar (Schweizer et al. 2013). As there are also unexpected
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high-energy emissions seen in the PWNe expansion shock at ∼ 2 pc (Hester 2008), we
consider the possible connection between shocks and high-energy radiations. The high
energy emissions of several GeV and above in the flares require fast, non-thermal electrons
in synchrotron emission models. Shock waves are usually considered to be the sites of such
particle acceleration, and SNR shocks are deemed collisionless because the shock thickness
is much shorter than the mean free path of electrons. The magnetic field here then plays
the role of speeding up the electrons, with the temporal and spatial evolution of magnetic
fields creating strong electric fields by Faraday induction, and further incubating such
high-energy electrons for high-energy emission through the synchrotron process.
In addition to accounting for the observed radiation, MR also transfers a significant
part of the magnetic field energy to the thermal energy of the fluid (Yamada et al. 2014),
which may serve as an additional energy source pushing forward the SNR, hence affecting
the dynamics of its expansion. Although it is demonstrated that magnetic field energy is
only a small fraction of the overall SNR energy, MR can also affect the SNR dynamics
locally and temporarily, as will be specified in this paper. Recent simulation confirms the
possibility of MR events in the strong shock downstream, where magnetic reconnection is
induced by fluid turbulence downstream of the shock (Matsumoto et al. 2015). This kind
of shock induced MR can occur in SNR, where the magnetic field inside the SNR is firstly
amplified, and then MR is induced in the strong turbulent magnetized region downstream
of the shock. Such a delayed MR detonation is indirectly similar to the flame acceleration in
obstructed channels reported recently (Bychkov et al. 2008). Consequently it is reasonable
to consider the possibility that MR occurs in SNRs and as such explains the observed
high-energy emissions as well as the η & 1 expansion dynamics for the Crab and η & 3/5
for the Tycho and Kepler SNRs.
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2. Magnetic reconnection detonation (MRD): formulations
Considering MR occurring downstream of a hydrodynamic shock, without going into
details about the MR process, the shock and the MR zone can be considered as an entire
hydrodynamic transit front. For simplification, we look into the case in which the upstream
(ISM) magnetic field is negligible and the downstream (SNR) magnetic field is parallel to
this transit front between the ISM and SNR. Then we can employ the jump conditions
across this transit front in one dimension (Draine & McKee 1993):
ρ1v1 = ρ2v2, (1)
ρ1v
2
1 + p1 = ρ2v
2
2 + p2 +
B22
2µ0
, (2)
1
2
ρ1v
3
1 + ρ1h1v1 =
1
2
ρ2v
3
2 + ρ2h2v2, (3)
where ρ, v, p, B, h and µ0 are the density, velocity, pressure, magnetic field, enthalpy and
magnetic conductivity in vacuum, respectively; and subscripts 1 and 2 denote the upstream
and downstream variables, respectively; the upstream (ISM) magnetic field B1 is assumed
to be zero and hence does not show up in the formulation.
Based on the jump conditions we next derive the Rayleigh and Hugoniot relations for
the hydrodynamic solution of this shock + MR transit front (cf. Law 2006). The Rayleigh
relation can be expressed as
(pˆ+ pˆB)− 1 = −γM21 (Vˆ − 1), or (4)
(pˆ+ pˆB)− 1 = −γM22
pˆ
Vˆ
(Vˆ − 1), (5)
where V = 1/ρ is the specific volume; and the dimensionless variables pˆ = p2/p1,
pˆB = B
2
2/(2µ0p1), Vˆ = V2/V1; and the Mach number M = v/cs with cs =
√
γp/ρ the sound
speed and γ the polytropic index. The Hugoniot relation has the form
[(pˆ+ pˆB) +
γ − 1
γ + 1
](Vˆ − γ − 1
γ + 1
) =
4γ
(γ + 1)2
+ 2qˆB
γ − 1
γ + 1
, (6)
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where qˆB = qB(ρ1/p1) is the dimensionless magnetic field energy, with qB = −(h2 − h1) +
cp(T2 − T1) the specific energy released through MR within the transit layer and converted
to thermal energy. Here cp is the constant specific heat, T the temperature, and the ideal
gas equation of state has been used.
It is readily seen that the Rayleigh (4, 5) and Hugoniot (6) relations for this transit
front are the same as the relations in the conventional combustion waves (cf. equs. (7.1.5)
and (7.1.11) in Law 2006), with the downstream pressure being p′2 = p2 + pB and the
energy release being qB. So we can similarly find the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonation
solution for this shock + MR transit front, i.e.,
M21 = 1 +
(γ2 − 1)qˆB
γ
{
1 +
[
1 +
2γ
(γ2 − 1)qˆB
]1/2}
. (7)
The classical Zeldo´vich - von Neumann - Do¨ring (ZND) structure of detonation is thus
also applicable to this transit system, where the upstream is firstly compressed by the
leading shock to a compressed high temperature state within which exothermic reactions
are ignited, pushing product fluids to the downstream. This compressed transit layer
between the upstream and downstream is called the Neumann layer, where MR occurs. So
the Neumann layer is connected to the upstream via the shock, and to the downstream via
the energy release by assuming that the magnetic field energy qB is totally converted to the
thermal energy in the downstream. The thickness of the Neumann layer is denoted as lig,
the ignition length of the exothermic reaction. In the instant model, the exothermic reaction
is MR, with the ignition process being the formation of turbulence and the deformation of
magnetic field lines leading to reconnection. More detailed formulation can be found in
Law (2006), and an illustration of the ZND detonation structure (for Crab nebula as an
example) can be found in Fig. 1 (cf. Gao & Law 2011).
We now proceed to apply this modified ZND detonation structure by inputting values
appropriate to the Crab Nebula, and discuss its applicability to various SNRs.
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SNR Type Age Expansion speed Expansion index η Reference
(yr) (km/s) Radio X-ray
Tycho Ia 430 3300 0.47 0.71, 0.33-0.65 † a-c
Kepler Ia 390 4800 0.5 0.93, 0.35-0.8 † d-g
Crab II 960 2300 1.26 1.04‡ h
Table 1: Expansions of three SNRs. † From different observations. ‡ Optical. (a) Strom
(1982), (b) Hughes (2000), (c) Katsuda et al. (2010), (d) Dickel et al. (1988), (e) Hughes
(1999), (f) Katsuda et al. (2008), (g) Vink (2008), (h) Bietenholz & Nugent (2015).
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Fig. 1.— ZND structure of the MR detonation for Crab nebula. The upstream is the
ISM, the Neumann layer is the compressed ISM and the downstream is the nebula. Typical
density of the ISM, shock speed and nebula temperature are used in plotting the structure
(Gao & Law 2011).
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3. MRD scenario for Crab Nebula
In an earlier work attempting to explain the accelerative expansion of Crab Nebula,
the possibility of a detonation wave was proposed but without identifying the source of
the exothermicity (Gao & Law 2011). Here we quantify the earlier suggestion that MR is
indeed a suitable candidate for such an energy source.
The schematic illustration of this pulsar wind - detonation model is shown in Figure 2.
The most inner parts of pulsar - pulsar wind - pulsar wind termination shock (MHD shock)
are the same as the standard PWNe model of Kennel & Coroniti (1984) where the pulsar
spin down energy is transferred to the relativistic pulsar wind and then to the nebula via
the MHD shock. Beyond the MHD shock is the visible nebula, which is usually referred to
as the ‘pulsar wind bubble’ in literature (e. g. Chevalier & Fransson 1992). In contrast to
previous models, we consider the case that the relativistic pulsar wind forms early after the
supernova explosion, and that the wind caught up and went through the whole SN ejecta
to form an observed mixed wind-ejecta nebula region. In such a situation, it can be easily
inferred that the outer boundary of the nebula is the interface with the uniform, static
interstellar medium (ISM). Simulations by Blondin & Chevalier (2017) shows that it is
possible for the ejecta to be totally penetrated by pulsar wind; here we consider the case
that this happens shortly after the supernova explosion. Assuming that a relativistic pulsar
wind (with speed ∼ c the speed of light) begins 10 years after the explosion which throws
ejecta at a maximal speed of ∼ 104 km s−1, the pulsar wind catches up with the ejecta at a
radius of ∼ 0.1 pc for the Crab. This is where the MHD shock forms. From this time on,
the downstream of the MHD shock carries the ejecta to further expand and interact with
the ISM, forming the expansion detonation.
Then how can we understand the nature of nebula if it is a mixture of the pulsar wind
and SN ejecta? Recent numerical simulations on the propagation of pulsar wind - SN ejecta
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interface well resolve the development of the Rayleigh-Taylor structure and show how the
pulsar wind blowout from a SNR (Blondin & Chevalier 2017). In our assumption for the
Crab nebula that the pulsar wind encounters SN ejecta ∼ 10 years after the explosion,
this blowout can happen more rapidly so that the pulsar wind leads the expansion of the
nebula for the remaining time of the nebula evolution. On the other hand, when the pulsar
wind encounters the SN ejecta, if the ejecta has already cooled down and is mostly in the
recombination phase (Arnett 1996; Maurer & Mazzali 2010) one can assume that the SN
ejecta is neutral before interacting with the pulsar wind. Noticing that the MHD shock
solution and nebula flow solution have been well established in Kennel & Coroniti (cf.,
PWNe model of 1984), and that in the solar wind - neutral ambient gas interaction the
evolution of magnetic field follows almost the same trend as the PWNe (Holzer 1972),
we directly use the result regarding magnetic field evolution in these works. It can be
readily inferred that for fluid with small magnetic to inertial energy ratio, i.e., σ = 0.01 in
Kennel & Coroniti (1984): the magnetic field is amplified by about 3 times in the nebula
immediately downstream of the MHD shock, and further amplified in the downstream due
to quasi-hydrodynamic effects. The magnetic field then decreases following 1/r to about
the same value of MHD shock upstream when it reaches the nebula outer boundary. So, as
the termination site of this non-neglectable magnetic field, the interface with the ISM (i.e.,
the expansion shock) deserves being revisited.
3.1. The feasibility of MR as the energy source in the detonation wave
According to the acceleration of the nebula outer shell (Bietenholz et al. 1991),
the energy density released in the Crab Nebula detonation reaction is estimated to be
(Gao & Law 2011)
qc =
D2CJ
2(γ2 − 1) ≈ 5.9× 10
12J/mol = 61MeV/atom, (8)
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Expansion detonation
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MHD shock
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Fig. 2.— Schematic structure for the Crab nebula. The pulsar, pulsar termination shock
(MHD shock) are the same as the standard PWNe model (Kennel & Coroniti 1984), with
the region around the pulsar being the pulsar wind, terminated at the MHD shock. Beyond
the MHD shock is the nebula region, where the magnetic field is transported to the outer
part. In contrast to the PWNe model, the nebula region is a mixture of the pulsar wind and
SN ejecta, as the pulsar wind penetrated the ejecta and breaks out to its outer edge, leading
the expansion of the nebula. At the outer edge of rd = 2 pc, a detonation wave forms as the
nebula expands into the ISM, converting the magnetic field energy in the nebula to thermal
and radiative energy through magnetic reconnection within the detonation. Inside but close
to the expansion detonation is the reverse shock, which amplifies the nebula magnetic field
and transports it to the downstream of the expansion detonation.
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with DCJ ∼ 1500 km/s being the detonation speed (Hester 2008) and γ = 1.1 the
polytropic index. The polytropic index γ = 1.1 adopted here is larger than the adiabatic
index in the conventional PWNe, being 4/3 (Kennel & Coroniti 1984). In the conventional
PWNe, it has been demonstrated that the radiation loss of energy takes only ∼ 10%
of the total nebula energy, thus the nebula is considered nearly adiabatic. However, in
the expansion detonation considered here, both the upstream near-isothermal ISM (cf.
Spaans & Silk 2000) and the downstream adiabatic nebula are merged into the detonation
Rankine-Hugoniot relations (4-6), so a polytropic index between the two extremes is
adopted. We have estimated the energy release qc by allowing the polytropic index to
vary between 1.05 and 1.4, giving a ∼ 4 times variation of qc, which does not change
the conclusion made later that MR energy is large enough to account for the detonation
dynamics.
For comparison, the magnetic field energy (in the Neumann layer, immediately
downstream of the shock) that can be released through MR is
PB =
B2N
2µ0
=
ρ2N
ρ22
B22
2µ0
, (9)
where BN, ρN and B2, ρ2 are the magnetic fields and densities of the Neumann layer and
detonation downstream (cf. Fig. 3) regions respectively. By converting the reaction energy
qc to an energy density Pc in the same units with PB, i.e., Pc = qcρN/NA, with NA being
the Avogadro number, we can readily estimate the ratio between the magnetic field energy
and the required reaction energy by taking the Crab magnetic field as B2 ∼ 1 mG (Hester
2008; Tavani et al. 2011; Abdo et al. 2011):
PB
Pc
=
(γ2 − 1)ρNB22NA
µ0D
2
CJρ
2
2
=
γ2B22NA
µ0D
2
CJρ1
≈ 0.25. (10)
Here we adopted a local magnetic field B2 which is larger than the average nebula value
of ∼ 300 µG, because the magnetic field may be amplified through the reverse shock of
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the nebula expansion, as can be seen in Fig. 2. Here we assume Chapman-Jouguet (CJ)
detonation, that the upstream Mach number M1 ≫ 1, that the density of the Neumann
state and its downstream are respectively ρN =
γ+1
γ−1
ρ1, and ρ2 =
γ+1
γ
ρ1, and the upstream
(ISM) density ρ1 = 0.01 cm
−3 for the Crab Nebula (Hester 2008). Noted that as no
‘invisible’ or ‘swept up’ mass out of the nebula has been assumed in the current model, the
upstream is assumed to be typical ISM. Equation (10) shows that the energy ratio depends
on the strength of the magnetic field, the speed of the detonation wave, the density of the
upstream ISM, and the polytropic index of the medium. Furthermore, the variation of B2,
which is not an accurately measured parameter, strongly influences this ratio. However,
because this energy ratio is close to unity, MR is a reasonable candidate for the exothermic
reaction in the detonation model if possible variations of physical variables in (10) are
considered.
It should be emphasized that in the above estimation, as well as in establishing
the formulations in Section 2, the magnetic energy release is assumed to occur in the
Neumann layer where the MR takes place. Furthermore the magnetic field in the Neumann
layer is related to the downstream (SNR) by the magnetic field frozen in subsonic flow
BN/ρN = B2/ρ2, with the supersonic upstream (ISM) magnetic field neglected (in the
shock-front static framework). In this sense the Neumann layer is the termination site of the
SNR magnetic field, which is first amplified in the reverse shock and then further amplified
in the contact discontinuity between the detonation downstream and the Neumann layer
(cf. Fig. 2 here and Fig. 47 in Lozinskaya 1991). The existence of the Neumann layer (the
density of which is also larger than the downstream SNR, cf. Fig. 1) is consistent with the
theoretical sketch that involves the compressed parts ahead of the expanding SNR.
Although the comparison between the available magnetic field energy and the required
detonation energy serves as the first estimate of the MRD model, one must further check
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whether MR occurs sufficiently fast to provide the required energy release. Taking the
Crab as an example, the ignition length1 of the Crab Nebula detonation estimated from
the critical radius of the detonation ignition is lig ∼ 1.0× 10−4 pc (Gao & Law 2011). This
length, divided by the flow speed in the Neumann layer, uN = 74 km/s, gives the ignition
delay time of
τig = 4× 107 s. (11)
The typical time scale for MR in the Neumann layer can be estimated as (Ji & Daughton
2011)
τrx =
lig
MrxvA
, (12)
where Mrx is the reconnection rate with a value between 0.01-0.1 and
vA =
BN√
µ0mHρN
=
γB2√
(γ2 − 1)µ0mHρ1
(13)
is the Alfve´n speed in the Neumann layer, where the SNR is assumed to be dominated
by hydrogen atoms of mass mH. Actually the SNR nebula is usually composed of heavier
elements, with the average atomic mass being several times the mass of hydrogen. This
difference, as can be seen from eqns. (12) and (13), leads to only less than 2 times variation
of the reconnection time, thus does not change the conclusion made here. Assuming the
reconnection rate Mrx = 0.01, and taking the values (B2 ∼ 1 mG and ρ1 = 0.01 cm−3) of
the Crab Nebula as used in estimating the energy ratio, the ratio between the reconnection
time and the detonation ignition time is estimated as
τrx/τig ≈ 0.15. (14)
This ratio is less than unity, suggesting that the magnetic field within the Neumann layer
has enough time to reconnect and transfer the magnetic field energy to the thermal energy.
1Ignition length of detonation is defined in the Neumann layer after the shock compres-
sion, indicating how long the flow propagates before exothermic reaction starts.
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3.2. Structure, radiation and dynamics of MRD in Crab
We next consider the size of the radiation zone within the MRD structure. For
the case of Crab, the synchrotron radiation loss time can be estimated by using
τloss ≈ (8×108 s)B−2Γ−1 (Tavani et al. 2011), where B = B2 in Gauss is the SNR magnetic
field within which radiation takes place, and Γ is the Lorentz factor of electrons. Then the
radiation time for typical high-energy synchrotron emissions from electrons with Γ = 2×106,
corresponding to critical photon energy of ∼ keV, is τlossH ≈ 4× 108 s ∼ 10 yr. This value,
multiplied by the typical sound speed within the Crab SNR, a ≈ 800 km/s (Gao & Law
2011), yields an estimate for the thickness of the high-energy radiation zone, ∼ 0.01 pc
(Fig. 3). For electrons with even larger Lorentz factor, i.e., Γ ∼ 109, corresponding to GeV
synchrotron photons, the emission zone is much thinner (∼ 10−4 pc), indicating that such
extreme-high-energy radiation occurs within the Neumann layer, immediately after the
reconnection takes place. Using the same equations, the thickness of the radiation zone for
low-energy radio emissions, corresponding to Γ ∼ 1, is ∼ 104 pc. This is much larger than
the size of the SNR, meaning that the radio radiation occurs throughout the SNR (Fig. 3).
According to simulations by Cerutti et al. (2013), the high energy electrons can be
generated in MR, leading to synchrotron radiation above the conventional limit of 160
MeV (De Jager et al. 1996). However when the electron gyroradius exceeds the thickness
of reconnection zone (Neumann layer), fast particles will escape to the inner nebula region
where the magnetic field is smaller. This forms another cutoff for the high energy radiation.
The radiation features discussed above are those related to the expansion detonation,
located at the outer shell of the SNR. If we look at the inner part of the nebula, both the
magnetic field and density of relativistic particles are higher compared to the outer part of
nebula, so most of the high energy emissions should still locate at the inner nebula. Just
in addition to this picture, our model predicts that synchrotron emissions are amplified in
– 16 –
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Fig. 3.— Schematic of the MRD model for SNR, Crab Nebula as an example. The upper
panel shows the three-layer structure of the detonation front composed of the upstream ISM,
the Neumann layer, and the downstream SNR, with the flow speed (in reference to the shock
front) and local Mach number in each region indicated. Here the upstream magnetic field is
neglected, and the Neumann layer magnetic field is ∼ 10 times the SNR magnetic field, with
the ratio equal to the density ratio when assuming that the magnetic field is frozen to the
fluid. The Neumann layer is where magnetic reconnection occurs to transfer the magnetic
field energy to both the fluid thermal energy and to the kinetic energy of high energy non-
thermal charged particles. Following (and even within) the Neumann layer, non-thermal
particles will first produce γ-ray and X-ray radiation, while radio and optical emissions with
lower energy spread over the length of SNR of a few parsecs. The two lower panels show the
variation of density and temperature in the three layers as a reference (cf. Fig. 1).
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the outer shell, with transitory high and low energy emissions (e.g., flares) caused by MR
activities observed at times. As MR can also occur in the downstream of the MHD shock
(cf. Fig. 2), where both the particle energy and magnetic field are higher, observed high
energy γ-ray flares can be induced there as well (Schweizer et al. 2013). Thus, this model
radiation feature of Crab nebula is consistent with current observations.
Based on the above scaling analysis of energy, reconnection time and radiation time,
the proposed MRD model has the following features: (1) There is a compressed Neumann
layer with thickness ∼ 10−4 pc, following the SNR forward shock front that separates the
upstream ISM and the downstream SNR. Within this layer, the fluid density is amplified to
about 20 times that of the upstream ISM, and the magnetic field there is ∼10 times that
in the downstream SNR.2 Within this layer, the magnetic field is highly turbulent and MR
occurs transferring the magnetic field energy to both fluid thermal energy and non-thermal
kinetic energy of charged particles. (2) The additional thermal energy released through
MR pushes ahead the front of the forward shock, forming the detonation wave which
explains the close-unity expansion index for the Crab SNR. (3) The non-thermal particles
accelerated through MR radiate their kinetic energy in the downstream SNR through the
synchrotron process. The typical thickness of the high-energy X-ray (∼keV) emission zone
is ∼ 0.01 pc while low-energy radio emission occurs throughout the entire SNR.
2It is also noted that streaming instability of the cosmic ray current in crossing the
SNR shock front may amplify the upstream magnetic field to ∼ 100 times or even
larger in shocks with Mach number of several hundreds (Riquelme & Spitkovsky 2009;
Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2014), which may be responsible for the magnetic field amplifica-
tion of Tycho and Kepler SNRs.
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4. Further considerations
It is noted that the detonation mechanism of SNR propagation does not exclude
the Chevalier (1982, 1984) model, which additionally assumes density variation in the
radial direction and as such may also contribute to the dynamic evolution of the SNR,
in addition to the MRD effect. So the MRD scenario presented here is one of the several
possible reasons that the SNRs expand faster than the prediction of the Sedov solution
or the conventional pulsar wind solution propagating into a stationary uniform ambient
gas. The feasibility of the MRD model requires further observational tests of its radiation
properties. For pulsar wind SNRs, it is natural to define the MRD expansion epoch as an
SNR evolution phase after the initial blast wave expansion. Comparison of the magnetic
field energy with the exothermal energy required in the detonation wave model, i.e., equ.
(10), shows that SNRs with relatively high magnetic field (& 1 mG, with 1 mG being a
flexible rather than strict value) and low expansion speeds (∼ 1000 km/s) such as the Crab
Nebula can have the MRD process account for the global expansion of the nebula.
For Type Ia SNRs, the magnetic field is usually low (. 1 mG) and the expansion
speeds is high (∼ 3000 km/s) such as in the Tycho and Kepler, the MRD scenario can only
take place after the SNR expansion further slows down and becomes comparable to the
detonation speed inferred from the magnetic field energy in the shock downstream. Even
when such condition is achieved, as there is no continuous feed up of magnetic field to the
nebula, the MRD is only a transitory epoch that exists in those slowly expanding, strongly
magnetized SNRs. Additionally, in young shell-like SNRs the magnetic field is usually in
the radial direction up to the outer edge (Dubner & Giacani 2015), and magnetic field
amplification cannot take place during the MHD shock and the reverse shock compressions.
However, MR may still occur due to the turbulence induced by the shocks. Then in this
case the speed-up of supernova remnant should not be expected, but the high energy
– 19 –
emissions in the shock downstream still exist.
For both pulsar wind and type Ia SNRs, by considering the azimuthal variation of
the magnetic field, it is also possible that in the direction where the local magnetic field is
several mG or higher, the detonation speed of MRD is comparable to the SNR expansion
speed, making the expansion index in this direction close to unity. Validation of this
prediction requires observations of both the high-energy emissions and the high-resolution
expansion dynamics of SNRs to check the existence of local MRDs and their connections
with flares.
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